May 2018 Release Class
Barbara Anders - A Flamboyance of Flamingos
Stamp:
Aussie Animals
Let’s Flamingle
Die-namics:
Let’s Flamingle

Stencil:
Mini Cloud Edges
Card Stock:
No-Line Coloring Card Stock

Ink:
Blue Breeze Premium Dye
Extreme Black Hybrid
Supplies:
Foam Tape
Stamping Mask Paper
Removable Tape
Sponge Daubers

Steps:
1. Cut white card stock to 4 ¼” x 11”. With the panel positioned horizontally, use a pencil to lightly mark at 5 ½”
(center) and 2 ¾” from each end.
2. Stamp the far-left flamingo with black ink so that its neck is positioned crossing the left pencil mark and about ½”
from the bottom edge. Stamp the same image again with tail overlapping the center mark about ¼” from the bottom
edge. Stamp image on mask paper, trim along border (eliminating legs) and apply to center image.
3. Stamp remaining three flamingos overlapping the center image with two birds. Remove mask paper.
4. Sponge sky with cloud stencil and blue ink.
5. Stamp and color grass and drink images for interior flamingo images. Stamp, color, and die cut one drink.
6. Add water at the feet .
7. Position coordinating die over the far left flamingo and secure with removable tape.
8. Position the edge of the die-cutting plate flush with the left-most pencil mark (from the right side of the mark.) Secure
card stock to plate with removable tape. Die cut and carefully remove tape.
9. Score card base at the center line and the left line, avoiding the die-cut portion. Fold at score lines as shown being
careful not to bend the die cut.
10. Extend water from card front about ½” beyond the folded edge. Stamp the sentiment and grass to the right of the
fold. Color grass and adhere die-cut drink using dimensional adhesive.
Design tips:
• Use non-beveled cutting plates with your machine for best results when partial die cutting.
• When partial die cutting image, make sure plates don’t “rock.” Rocking will result in incomplete or distorted cut lines.

For more great products and inspiration please visit mftstamps.com

